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Mr Speaker, the last five days have been a dark time for everybody who cares about their
community and their country.  Violence, arson and looting in several of our towns and cities -
often openly in front of television cameras - has destroyed homes, ruined livelihoods and
taken lives. As long as we wish to call ourselves a civilised society, such disorder has no
place in Britain. 

I know that the House will join me in paying tribute to the bravery of the police men and
women who have worked to restore order to our streets.  In particular, I know that Hon
Members will want to lend their support to the police officers who have suffered injuries in
the course of their duties.

And I know that the whole House will want to send their condolences to the families of the
three men so senselessly killed in Birmingham on Tuesday night.

The violence of the last five days raises many searching questions, and the answers to
those questions may be painful to hear and difficult to put right. Why is it that so many
people are prepared to behave in this way?

Why does a violent gang culture exist in so many of our towns and cities? Why did the
police find it so hard to prevent or contain the violence? It will take time to answer those
questions fully and adequately, but I will take each of them in turn.

First, the reasons behind this behaviour. We must never forget that the only cause of a
crime is a criminal.  Everybody, no matter what their background or circumstances, has the
freedom to choose between right and wrong. Those who make the wrong decision, who
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engage in criminality, must be identified, arrested and punished - and we will make sure that
happens.

But nobody doubts that the violence we have seen over the last five days is the symptom of
something very deeply wrong with our society.  Children celebrating as they smash their way
into shops.  Men in sports cars arriving at stores to steal goods. Women trying on trainers
before they steal them.  A teaching assistant caught looting.  Thugs pretending to help an
injured young man, in order to rob him. They are all shocking images, but they are in fact
symbols of a deeper malaise in our society.

Almost two million children are brought up in households in which nobody works. One in
three children leaves primary school unable to read, write and add up properly. We have the
highest level of drug abuse in Europe.  There are almost a hundred knife crimes committed
every day and nearly a million violent crimes every year.  Half of all prisoners reoffend within
a year of their release from prison.  These are serious social problems and we can’t go on
ignoring them.

Nobody is pretending that there are easy answers to such deep-rooted problems, but they
are the reasons why the reform of welfare, schools and the criminal justice system cannot
wait.

I want to move on, now, to the gang culture in many of our towns and cities. Six per cent of
young people are thought to belong to a gang of one kind or another.  Gangs are inherently
criminal: on average, entrenched gang members have eleven criminal convictions and the
average age for a first conviction of a gang member is just fifteen. 

They are also inherently violent: gangs across the country are involved with the use and
supply of drugs, firearms and knives.

Talking to chief constables who have dealt with the violence of the last few days, it is clear
that many of the perpetrators - but by no means all of them - are known gang members.

So we have to do more to tackle gang culture.  Over the course of this year and next we
have already announced plans to provide £4million in funding to London, Greater
Manchester and the West Midlands to tackle their gang, guns and knives problem.

We are providing a further £4 million over two years to community organisations working to
stop young people becoming involved in gangs, help young people get out of gangs, and
support parents to help their children.

And we are working with the Prince’s Trust to support young people who want to prevent
gang violence through the new Ben Kinsella Fund.

We need to do more to help local communities share ideas and expertise on how they can
tackle their gang problem. Working with ACPO we will establish an Ending Gang Violence
team, of experts drawn from across the country - from the police service, local councils and
the voluntary sector - to provide an up-to-date map of the scale of this problem and provide
practical, on-the-ground expert advice to areas wanting to get on top of their gang problem.

In January, we launched gang injunctions, which give the police the power to impose tough
sanctions on adult gang members, like barring them from entering certain parts of town,
appearing in public with dogs or wearing their gang colours or emblems.  As the Prime
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Minister said in his statement earlier today, we will now go further, and introduce gang
injunctions for young people under the age of eighteen, not just in pilot form but across the
whole country.

And as the Prime Minister also said in his statement, I will present a report to Parliament in
October on a cross-government programme to combat gangs.

I now want to move on to the questions about the police reaction to the violence. I know that
Hon Members, like members of the public, are concerned about the speed and quality of the
police response.  That response has changed over the course of the last five days, and has
been different in different parts of the country.  We need to appraise it honestly, bluntly, and
learn the lessons where things have gone wrong.

In London, the first disturbances began in Tottenham on Saturday night. The police
operation began with the originally peaceful protest about the death of Mark Duggan. 
Officers were understandably cautious about how they policed the protest, but as the
violence began, the police lost control and a fully-fledged riot followed. 

On Sunday night, with Tottenham calm, the police managed to nip in the bud trouble at
Oxford Circus, but the violence spread to Enfield and Brixton.  On Monday night, the number
of officers deployed in London increased to 6,000 - two or three times more than a normal
evening. But still, that wasn’t enough and with the violence reaching Hackney, Peckham,
Croydon, Ealing, Lewisham and Clapham, officers were overwhelmed.  In Clapham, the
mob ran amok for more than two hours before the police regained control.

That is simply not acceptable. On Tuesday, the Prime Minister and I held a meeting with the
Acting Metropolitan Police Commissioner in which he set out a new approach.

During the day, the ringleaders were identified, arrested and taken out of circulation.

Officers took a tougher approach and intervened earlier to disperse groups before trouble
began.

All leave was cancelled and all special constables were mobilised. Mutual aid was stepped
up. In total, up to sixteen thousand officers were deployed. 

Officers took a more robust approach to tackling disorder and making arrests.

There are tricky days and nights ahead, but thanks to the efforts of those thousands of
officers, order has, in large part, been restored.

In other parts of the country, though, we saw more disorder. In towns and cities including
Manchester, Salford, Nottingham, Wolverhampton and - for a second night - Birmingham,
there was further violence.

In Greater Manchester and the West Midlands, despite the best efforts of officers, we saw
for a while streets that were in control of the thugs and not the police. 

In Winson Green in Birmingham three young men were killed when they were hit, apparently
deliberately, by a car. 

The whole House will want to pay tribute to Tariq Jahan, the father of one of the victims, for
his dignified call for calm, which undoubtedly did much to calm  community relations.
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Yesterday, I convened and chaired a conference call with chief officers from every force in
the country. We agreed the mobilisation of all special constables, the cancellation of police
leave across the country and the adoption of the tactics deployed by the Metropolitan Police
in London.  Again, there are difficult days and nights ahead, we are not complacent, but at
this stage order has been restored.

We said that we would do everything necessary to bring the disorder to an end, and we
meant it. We made clear to the police that there was nothing to stop them using  baton
rounds if they judged it necessary.  We put the water cannon stationed in Northern Ireland
on standby to be deployed within 24 hours.  The police made it clear to me that they did not
want to use them.  And, as things stand, what is working is officers on the streets, robust
policing and the help and support of local communities - which we would jeopardise if we
rushed to use things like rubber bullets.

Policing by consent is the British way. But the police will only retain the confidence of the
wider community if they are seen to take clear and robust action in the face of open
criminality. 

On Monday night, it was clear that simply not enough officers were on duty. The largest
event in London is the Notting Hill carnival, and the same number of officers were deployed
as would be for the carnival.

And it is clear to me that the original police tactics were insufficient. After criticism of
previous public order operations for excessive force, some officers appeared reluctant to be
sufficiently robust in breaking up groups. 

Many arrests were made, but in some situations, officers contained suspects in a specific
area, free to commit criminal damage and steal, instead of intervening and making arrests.

I want to make clear to the House that in making these points, I am not criticising the police
themselves. Too often, the police are damned if they do and damned if they don’t. And
nowhere is this truer than in public order policing.

Well, I want to be clear: as long as officers act within reason and the law themselves, this
Home Secretary will never damn the police if they do.

Another way in which the police response could have been better is in the harnessing and
sharing and analysis of intelligence.

Even in the best of economic times, we would not have the resources to keep up this level
of deployment continuously.  So public order planning and intelligence will need to be
considerably better.

This is not the first time that criminals with plans to disrupt life in our towns and cities have
used technology to plot their crimes.

Social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter and messaging services like Blackberry
Messenger have been used to coordinate criminality, and stay one step ahead of the police. 

I will convene a meeting with ACPO, the police and representatives from the social media
industries to work out how we can improve the technological and related legal capability of
the police. 
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Among the issues we will discuss is whether and how we should be able to stop people
communicating via these websites and services when we know they are plotting violence,
disorder and criminality. 

A further difficulty - not just in this recent disorder but in other recent operations - has been
the issue of face coverings by criminals.  The police already have a power to require people
to remove face coverings in certain, limited, circumstances.  Section 60 of the Criminal
Justice and Public Order Act allows officers to force their removal only in a specific
geographical location for a limited time, linked to a threat of violence.  This doesn’t leave
discretion to individual constables and it doesn’t allow officers to nip trouble in the bud early
on. 

So we will change the law to allow police officers to remove face coverings - if they have
reasonable belief that they are related to criminal activity - under any circumstances.

And as the Prime Minister said, we will also look at the use of existing dispersal powers and
whether any wider power of curfew is necessary.
Mr Speaker, we often say in this House that there can be no liberty without order, and the
events of the last five days have shown that more clearly than ever.  The tide is turning, and
order is returning to our streets. 

Since Saturday, more than 1,200 people have been arrested and more than 400 have been
charged.  Courts in London, the West Midlands and Manchester have worked throughout
the night and we are already starting to see the offenders prosecuted. 

I am clear that the perpetrators of this violence must pay for their actions, and the courts
should hand down custodial sentences for any violent crimes.

The tide is turning because communities up and down the country have said enough is
enough. 

It’s turning because the thugs are being arrested and locked up.

And it is turning because of the bravery and dedication of the men and women of our police
forces.

So I will just end Mr Speaker with this thought. We ask police officers to put themselves in
harm’s way on a routine basis.  We ask them to go into dangerous situations that most of us
would hope we will never experience.

We have the best police officers in the world, and we owe them all a debt of gratitude.
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About
Theresa has served as Member of Parliament for Maidenhead since 1997 and has held several
positions within Parliament since. She was a member of the Shadow Cabinet from 1999 to 2010,
and from 2002 to 2003 was the �rst female Chairman of the Conservative Party. In 2010, she
was appointed Home Secretary, a position which she held for 6 years before becoming Prime
Minister. She served as Prime Minister for three years, until July 2019.

Theresa had a varied education spanning both the state and private sectors, and both grammar
school and comprehensive school. She read Geography at St Hugh’s College, Oxford University. She
started her career at the Bank of England and went on to hold posts at the Association for Payment
Clearing Services (APACS) as Head of the European Affairs Unit and Senior Adviser on International
Affairs.

Theresa has been involved in politics at all levels for many years, starting out stu�ng envelopes at her
local Conservative Association before going on to be a councillor in the London Borough of Merton
from 1986 to 1994. During that time she was Chairman of Education between 1988 and 1990 and
Deputy Group Leader and Housing Spokesman between 1992 and 1994.
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Theresa was elected Member of Parliament for Maidenhead in May 1997. She lives in the
constituency and is an active local campaigner. Her local activity has included campaigns to improve
the local train service, bring a minor injuries unit to St Marks Hospital, and improve Maidenhead town
centre.

She has held several positions within Parliament since 1997. She was a member of the Shadow
Cabinet from 1999 to 2010, and from 2002 to 2003 was the �rst female Chairman of the Conservative
Party.

Theresa was appointed Home Secretary in May 2010 and became the longest-serving Conservative
Home Secretary for over a century. During this time she oversaw reductions in crime, reform of the
police, and the introduction of the landmark Modern Slavery Act.Following her election as Leader of
the Conservative Party, Theresa was appointed Prime Minister in July 2016, a position she held until
July 2019. As Prime Minister, she oversaw the largest ever cash boost to the NHS and the largest
expansion of mental health services in a generation; launched a 25-Year Environment Plan and
introduced legislation to end the UK’s contribution to global warming entirely; published a Modern
Industrial Strategy to ensure that the jobs of the future are created across the whole country not just
in London; and established the �rst ever Race Disparity Audit to shine a light on injustices. During her
time in Downing Street, the UK’s national debt fell, there were more people in work than ever before,
and taxes were cut for 32 million people.

Theresa was re-elected as the MP for Maidenhead in December 2019 and continues to speak
regularly in the House of Commons on a range of local, national, and international issues.
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Baroness.oftheHouseof+Hobbs_873_OP1200@gmail.com
25 February 2024

To: MISS THERESA MARY MAY (CLAIMANT) in the position of OFFICER
for MAIDENHEAD Corporation/State 
House of Commons, London [SW1A 0AA] and 1 Chamberlain Square Cs, Birmingham [B3 3AX]

MISS THERESA MARY MAY c/o}mayt@parliament.uk , theresa.may.mp@parliament.uk  , sharkeyj@parliament.uk  ,  

Your Ref}Claims Of Power of Attorney for 64.1m people by ‘being elected’ and Power of Attorney to create collateral contract for 64.1m people for and 
by ‘policing by consent’ 

Our Ref} HOH—THERESA MARY MAY HM GOVERNMENT MAIDENHEAD OFFICER—HOHO873— GDPR - DPA 2018 Subject Access 
Request

Dear MISS THERESA MARY MAY,

We present our wish to a further ‘Subject Access Request’ based on your claim of Power of Attorney over 64.1m of us by being “elected” and Power of 
Attorney over 64.1m of us to enter us in to collateral agreement with other corporations including—not exhaustively listed—Lincolnshire police thereby 
granting said corporate officers rights of IN TERROREM TRESPASS AND PROPERTY HARM ON 28DEC23 ; And exempting all corporate officers 
including HM Government and police from disclosure ; And allowing officers to conceal evidence which undermines their claims of Power of Attorney or
‘law breaking’ for a hard copy of information that you hold and have held about us  to which we  are entitled under the General Data Protection 
Regulation 2018 including Part 3 of the Data Protection Act 2018, known as Law Enforcement processing.

You can identify our records using the following information though procured without our authority or permission:
Full name}MRS YVONNE HOBBS  Address}    33 LEA CLOSE  County Palatine of Leicestershire [LE9 6NW] FM62 AUA

Please supply us the data about us that we are entitled to under the data protection law including}

Confirmation that you are/have been processing our personal data;
A copy of our personal data you do hold/have held;
The purposes of your processing;
The categories of personal data concerned;
The recipients or categories of recipient you disclose our personal data to;
Your retention period for storing my personal data or, where this is not possible, your criteria for determining how long you will store it;

Confirmation of the existence of our right to request rectification, erasure or restriction or to object to such processing;
Confirmation of our  right to lodge a complaint with the ICO or another supervisory authority;
Information about the source of the data, where it was not obtained directly from us;
The existence of any automated decision-making (including profiling); and
The safeguards you provide if you transfer our  personal data to a third country or international organisation.

Please supply consents signed by both parties to have Theresa Mary May be elected and be granted Power of Attorney over 64.1m of us or even 1 of us ; 
&. And supply consents signed by both parties to have police officers, including Lincolnshire police officers have conferred them by HM 
GOVERNMENT Power of Attorney over 64.1m of us or us or even 1 man ; &. And all consents and complete instrument and financial transactions for 
our money to be taken in to the coffers of HM Government or the police ;  Contract instrument(s) for the transfer of our treasure to your corporation via 
HM Government ; Instrument of exemption from the 1677 Statutes of Fraud Act ; Instrument and accounting for Lincolnshire police, force private 
prosecutions showing funding and exemption from Disclosure Act and/or PoA for concealment /omissions ‘; Instruments showing accounting for lawyers 
and all associated with Magistrates court ; PoA to incarcerate our corporeal property and refusal of release and solicitors ; Financial instruments including 
Bills for treasure taken ; Financial instruments including Bills for treasure taken for the funding of Office of Chief Officer of Lincolnshire police, force; 
Contract /collateral contract/agreements showing any Lincolnshire police, force rewards—including targets—for prosecutions ;  Financial and any 
Instrument showing that the court, Lincolnshire police, force officer, counsel engaged and any other costs involved in the fraudulent  prosecutions of any
—including under Road Traffic Act- were not “contrary to the rule of law, ... indirectly subjected to part of the expense of the prosecution” thro the failure
to immediately redress the fraud, returning the victim to the position prior to the fraudulent prosecution, and the prosecution costs ‘paid’ via HM 
Government thro the collection of our treasure and the treasure of those Lincolnshire police, force captured  ; Instruments shewing and process decisions 
of “prosecution of us, as victims of Lincolnshire police, force in terrorem captured  and caused harm and loss ; 

Please provide the mapping management process involved in the data usage; 

Include the regulatory compliance process used to ensure sufficient governance is in place ; include your exemptions from Statutes/Acts
Include the same for any third parties you provide/ have provided access to our  data;   Include what your legal reason for holding such data, and any data 
you do not/did not have a legal reason to hold,   Please delete and provide necessary regulatory requirements to evidence the deletion of said data. 



We look forward to receiving your response within one calendar month, per the General Data Protection Regulation. 
We also note that as we fund Lincolnshire police, force and, without our consent Lincolnshire police, force [unless 
provided as part of this SAR] receive consideration of our treasure, we require this information for our records.  If you do 
not normally deal with these requests, please pass this letter to your Data Protection Officer, or relevant staff member. 

We await your response. Silence creates a tacit and binding agreement through acquiescence.
No Assured Value. No Liability. No Errors and Omissions Accepted. 
Without ill will or vexation

For and on behalf of the Principal legal embodiment by the title of MRS YVONNE HOBBS.
For and on behalf of the Attorney General of the House of Hobbs.

For and on behalf of Baroness Baroness Yvonne of the House of  Hobbs.

Proof of ID commensurate with the data ‘property’ freely given by Yvonne : Hobbs can be made available ٭
upon proof the alleged agreement exists and no material facts have been concealed in its procuration


